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Club Meeting Information
November Meeting Summary
The minutes from the November meeting can be found at the end of this newsletter.

Next Meeting – The After Hours Hangar, Orchard Road
CUC Christmas BBQ!!! Tuesday the 8th of December. Please arrive at 7:30pm or earlier if possible; BBQ and
talk starts at 8pm. Members please bring along a small salad or dessert. Meat is provided!

A Christmas message from the President
CUC President Wayne Lester would like to thank all members for their support to the club and the
committee for all their hard work over the past year. He would like to wish everybody a happy, prosperous
and safe Christmas and New Year break. Remember your diving limitations and rules and safe driving over
the holiday period. See you all again next year!
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CUC Caps and Beanies
The Club has these awesome caps and beanies for sale at just $17 each. Please contact somebody on the
committee if you’re interested in getting your hands on one!

New Members
A new membership application has been received from Dave Embleton. CUC welcome Dave back to the club
after 4 years. Dave is an advanced open water diver whose diving interests include crayfish and scenic diving.
He re-joined the club to meet new dive buddies and join dive trips.

Lodge Report
A lot has been happening at the Lodge recently! First of all the committee would like to say thank you to Ian
Waite, Dan Walsh and John Smith for their generous donations of two electric frying pans, a kettle and
toaster and a fishing rod stand to the Lodge. If anyone is interested in sponsoring a third electric frying pan,
please contact Ian Waite. A lounge suite has also been donated by David Jones. Thank folks!

A lot of work has been happening at the lodge lately too. Phil and Louis were busy installing new insulation
under the Annex and a new shade cloth has also been fitted over Labour weekend. Lynette has arranged the
purchase of fifteen new sets of bedsheets also. Two new doors have been made for the hall. Big thanks to
Paul Reid who supplied them. Thanks to everyone involved for all their hard work!
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Trips and Events
Please make sure you check the website for trips and events or contact Mark Ewing or Gareth Halliburton on
the email addresses below if you have any trips queries.



Gareth - GarethHa@fcc.co.nz
Mark - m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

There have been some very successful cray diving trips to Akaroa and Motonau lately, just in time for
Christmas. See for yourself in the pics below!

Sea Week 2016 – February 27th – March 6th
Seaweek is a nationwide event run by the New
Zealand Association for Environmental
Education.
The theme for Seaweek 2016 is ‘Toiora te
Moana – Toiora te Tangata’, ‘Healthy Seas –
Healthy People’.
Check out
http://seaweek.org.nz/events/canterbury/
for more details.
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November Club Meeting Guest
The Guest Speaker at last month’s club night was Lisa Murray, a lead meteorologist with MetService. Below
is an article by Lisa summarising the talk and offering valuable tips to divers before heading out on a trip!

How to make the best weather forecast for your dive
Canterbury Underwater Club 10-11-2015
Lisa Murray, MetService Meteorologist.
There are numerous elements that go into planning a dive trip, with past and future weather being two of
the main drivers. It helps to be aware of the weather history to know what the visibility will be as big swells,
strong winds and river out-flows after heavy rain all affect what can be seen underwater. It is also important
to know what weather is coming while out on the water, especially from a safety point on view - no one
wants to be caught in a bank of sea fog or a strong southerly change. Divers need to understand the weather
to make the decision to go diving or not and to make the best-informed decisions while in the water.
Most diving is done inshore so what forecasts can you look at? On Metservice.com the coastal forecasts give
off-shore winds and weather, covering an area up to 60 nautical miles from the coast, but it can be useful for
the timing of passing fronts etc. There is an inshore forecast for Christchurch harbour
(http://metservice.com/marine-surf/recreational-marine/christchurch ) but if you are diving along the
coast outside of this area the importance of briefing yourself is even more apparent.
On the website the first five days of forecasts have been written by meteorologists, while the days following
that are computer generated forecasts based on computer models which are simulating the earth’s
atmosphere. These forecasts are updated four times every day and, usually, the closer to the current time,
the more accurate the forecast.

There are three global models used at Met Service and we choose the model which is working best over New
Zealand’s complex terrain each day. These computer models predict information about swells along the NZ
coastline, but these swell models do not cover inshore areas very well, so we use models from Met Ocean to
better reflect inshore areas http://metservice.com/marine-surf/surf/region-christchurch-kaikoura
Getting surf and swell observations can help you get a good idea of what to expect. Information is obtained
from the ocean wave buoys, however some of these are sheltered in certain directions so can underdo wave
height. Knowing your area will help with the interpretation of the readings.
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There are 2 types of maps; Analysis (where the weather features are when the map is drawn) and Prognosis
(what forecasters think will happen to the weather features in the future). Isobars are lines of equal
pressure, with wind generally flowing along these lines. If there is a squeeze in the isobars this means there
is an increase in wind and if this squeeze continues over a long distance (called fetch) it can be used to
predict big swells and their direction. Tight lows can also cause big swells.

Looking at the cloud formation can also be an indication of approaching weather.
 White wispy clouds which turn into a white cloud cover, can be an indication of an approaching
front.
 Towering cumulous cloud can lead to cumulonimbus (thunderstorm) clouds and these are
particularly hazardous as they sometimes produce down-blasts of wind that can come from any
direction and can have heavy falls of rain which affects visibility.

Cumulonimbus cloud: Thunderstorm cloud with anvil shape at top. This picture was taken from MetService
in Kelburn, Wellington looking towards Petone. Image courtesy of MetService.
We recommend that divers and boaties need to understand the features of the weather map, know the
weather patterns and sequence of weather, listen/look at the correct forecast and look at the models
provided. Sometimes the timing on weather features, like cold fronts/southerlies, can change (e.g. speed
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up), so knowing the weather features that are due can help you understand why the winds are picking up
early.
Rural weather forecasts provide more information than the cities’ forecasts regarding movement of weather
features. Rain radar is also a very good tool for watching approaching fronts or bands of rain, and is updated
every 7.5 minutes. Both the rural forecasts and the radar can be accessed on our website or by using our
free “rural weather” app for smartphones.

Who makes the forecasts on MetService.com?
At Met Service there are currently about 65 operational meteorologists working shifts in the forecast room
24/7/365. Meteorologists work in different sections including Marine, Public, Aviation, Severe weather and
weather communication (TV etc.).
To be considered for meteorologist training, you must have a BSc. or higher in mathematics, physics or
geophysics provided your maths/physics background is strong. You complete a post-graduate diploma in
Meteorology at Victoria University and formal training at the Met Service Office in Kelburn, Wellington.
Lisa’s background was in physics, before completing her meteorological training in New Zealand, and she has
gone on to teach many of the meteorologists who have been recruited in recent years.
Met Service is a state-owned enterprise which means it has to be profitable so, in addition to a contract with
the government to provide New Zealand weather, Met Service also have a large commercial focus with many
private clients.

To recap: When planning a dive trip…
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December Recipe
Mini Christmas Puddings
Ingredients

A little butter, for greasing
A little icing sugar, for dusting
For the pudding base
Zest of 1 orange
100g grated carrots
50g treacle
200g breadcrumbs
200g plain flour
250g vegetarian suet
2 large eggs, lightly beaten
200ml stout
250g light brown sugar
400g raisins, sultanas or currants, or a mixture
Plus your choice of the following
100g mixed peel, dried apricots, dates, stem ginger or glacé cherries, all chopped (or 1 tbsp per pud)
4 tsp mixed spice, ground cloves or cinnamon (or ½ tsp per pud)
4 tbsp orange juice, Sherry or brandy (or ½ tbsp per pud)
Optional
100g almonds, pecans, walnuts, chopped (or 1 tbsp per pud)

Method
1. Mix together all the base ingredients in a large mixing bowl. Grease 8 individual pudding basins/baking
moulds with a little butter, then line the bases with circles of baking parchment.
2. Stir your choice of dried fruits, spices and liquid, plus nuts if you are using, into the base mixture. If you’re
tailoring your puddings for each guest, then weigh out 225g/8oz base mixture per pudding, before adding
the extras (see brackets after ingredients for individual pudding quantities).
3. Heat oven to 160oC/140oC fan/gas mark 4 and boil the kettle. Fill each basin or mould with pudding mixture.
Grease a large sheet of foil, then stick a large sheet of baking parchment on top. Cut it into 8 squares, large
enough to cover the puddings with overhang, and make a small pleat in each. Cover the puddings by
scrunching foil round the edges to completely seal. Stick a name label, written in ball point pen, on top of
each pudding to help identify them when serving. Sit the puddings in a big roasting tin, pour hot water from
the kettle into the tin until nearly halfway up the puddings, then cook for 1 hr. Cool, then store in an airtight
container somewhere cool and dark, for up to 2 weeks.
4. To serve, turn oven to 180oC/160oC fan/gas mark 5 after the Christmas dinner has come out, and put the
puddings back into a roasting tin with hot water, as above. Cook for 40 mins, then turn off oven and leave
them there if you’re still eating. Carefully turn out onto serving plates, running a knife round the edge to
help release, then dust with a little icing sugar and top with holly.
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Safety section
The article below is from Alert Diver Magazine by Dr. Peter Buzzacott discussing complacency in diving.
Diving will be more frequent over the holiday season with warmer weather and calmer waters (hopefully!)
so it’s important not to let complacency put you or your buddies at risk. Stay safe over the holidays folks and
happy diving!

The Effect of Experience on Risk
By Peter Buzzacott, Ph.D.
Inexperience is often listed as a factor during analyses of deaths on roads, falls in climbing and fatalities in
diving. But what is experience, and how does it affect divers' risk of injury?
Experience involves some exposure to diving, but more than that it implies learning from that exposure,
developing judgment about what to do when faced with similar situations in the future. The implication is
that, with time, divers should be better equipped to make wiser choices.
A single measure of experience for recreational divers does not exist, but some approximate measures may
include the lifetime number of dives, years diving, highest certification level, number of dives made in the
past year, number of hours diving and other logged diving variables. No individual measure has been
identified as clearly providing the most protection against diving injuries. Each measure may be relevant to
some hazards and less so to others.

A study of more than 1,000 recreational scuba dives in Western Australia found that 38 of the dives
exceeded commonly accepted no-decompression limits and also that those divers were unlikely to have
dived as deeply previously. Though they had been diving for twice as long as the other divers (10 years vs. 5
years), they were reaching new depths and then incurring decompression obligations. This increased their
risk of decompression sickness (DCS), though none reported symptoms of DCS following these dives.
A 2004 survey of 305 trained recreational divers found that within two years of certification 20 percent had
not dived for at least a year, but that does not mean they had given up diving. Research shows that divers
often return to the water after a year or more of inactivity; for example, a survey of 528 recreational divers
aboard dive charter boats in Texas headed for an offshore dive found that 13 percent had not dived during
the previous year.
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In these examples we see both long-time divers going beyond their previous experience and relatively new
divers returning to diving after more than a year out of the water. Both groups might be considered at risk
when compared with divers who have recently dived to similar depths. This assumption forms the basis for
requiring minimum levels of experience for participation in certain training such as dive leader, instructor,
cave diver and closed-circuit rebreather courses.
During these courses divers learn new skills, and this highlights the difference between experience and skill
set: Experience is earned over time through exposure to diving, while skills may be learned. Experience
enhances a diver's level of comfort and self-awareness in the water, while skills concern a diver's mechanical
ability to perform certain tasks. Indeed, it is even possible for an inexperienced diver to be highly skilled,
especially if the diver is eager to reach the "top" of the sport as soon as possible.

An analysis of insurance claims for DCS among DAN members found that claims peaked for divers between
the ages of 30-39, and thereafter claim rates fell in every 10-year period that followed. This may suggest that
divers make safer choices with increasing age. We asked two experts in diving and diver training for their
opinions on the interplay between dive experience and the risk of suffering a dive injury.
How do we measure experience?
Keith Cardwell: Experience in the context of recreational diving could be measured by number of dives,
hours accumulated underwater, frequency and currency of diving experiences, locations dived and/or types
of diving. Measurement of experience by many dive operations takes into account all of these indicators and
often relies on reviewing log books and/or the presentation of a certification card both to confirm
experience and to indicate level of certification (and assumed skill level).
Bill Oigarden: Experience is multifaceted. For scuba diving we usually think of experience as the classes
we've taken, certifications we've earned and our time in the water. But I contend that experience also
includes your lifestyle and how you view the world. A diver with an aggressive personality style might say he
or she is experienced after a short period, while a more laid-back or reflective personality may tend to seek
more knowledge because there's always something new to learn.
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How does inexperience relate to risk of injury among new divers?
Cardwell: Considerably. Many new divers, particularly those in training, often have equalization injuries due
to lack of familiarity with the available techniques. The worst-outcome diving events with which I am familiar
occurred predominantly with relatively inexperienced divers.
Oigarden: I suspect most divers who continue to dive in open water after their initial certification continue
to dive for the beauty of an environment non-divers never see. Inexperienced divers might get into trouble
and panic, resulting in a dive injury. Driven divers may be more likely to get into trouble by exceeding their
training and limitations.
How might having considerable diving experience relate to risk of injury among experienced divers?
Cardwell: One concern witnessed frequently is the effect of aging on abilities that require strength and/or
stamina. I'm no spring chicken anymore, and I have to be more deliberate about what I do. Buddy checks,
ascent and descent checks, and regular communication with buddies are still necessary even after thousands
of dives. Ignoring basic rules such as these is a precursor to trouble.
Oigarden: Humble divers realize that they're only as experienced as their last dive. Divers who consider
themselves experienced can fall into several categories. One category includes divers who have been diving
for 30 years or more and have made thousands of dives. These divers are now in their 50s, 60s, 70s and, in
some cases, 80s.
We are living and diving much longer than anyone expected. I think it's safe to say that some of these
thousands of older divers have some degree of cognitive decline. This decline might interfere with
preparation of dive equipment, dive planning, willingness to admit to poor decisions and/or inability to solve
a problem that 20 years earlier might have been solved instinctively. As experienced middle-aged divers, we
may no longer be able to get away with a diving style we embraced decades earlier.
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Could an extended break from diving increase the risk of injury even in experienced divers?
Cardwell: Yes, risk can be increased by presumptions about one's capabilities after a long period of not
diving. Short refresher courses are available through all training agencies. Risk can also be exacerbated by
the use of unfamiliar equipment.
Oigarden: I took a break from diving while I was raising my children. So about 15 years ago I sought out an
instructor I had known since the 1970s and signed up for an open-water course and a nitrox course. I took
my time and learned the rationales underlying new techniques and procedures. I also spent a great deal of
time learning about the new technology and its underpinnings.
Is it possible to gain experience quickly?
Cardwell: Yes, but experience takes time. Divers who devote a lot of time to their sport can arguably become
better at it by meeting challenges and overcoming them through good training and other preparation; plenty
of varied diving that sees a diver consistently following basic rules may prevent a host of potential problems
from occurring. Similarly, more formal training can also speed learning. For example, being trained as a
rescue diver could make dealing with a distressed diver underwater somewhat easier than it would be
without the knowledge and skills learned in the course.
Oigarden: Yes and no. Some divers seem to have a natural disposition for being in a technically complex
situation underwater in strenuous or stressful conditions. I would speculate that every buddy, instructor,
dive leader, dive site and dive plan could influence how quickly a diver might become what could be
considered experienced.
How do we recognize a diver going too far too soon — beyond his/her training and experience?
Cardwell: One good indicator is a diver who holds certifications that appear to have been gained with the
minimum required experience. This is often reflected in the speed at which certifications were acquired and
in the number of dives logged (assuming the dives logged are genuine). In my experience, those who wish to
fast-track their qualifications are usually those who are more concerned with having the certification than
having the skills.
Oigarden: A controversial answer would be a diver who completely relies on his dive partners' experience.
When divers can accurately explain the who, what, why, when and where of a dive from preparation to
debriefing, then they are probably pacing themselves appropriately.
Is there a particular type of diver who is at higher risk of injury because of inexperience or because of
considerable diving experience?
Cardwell: I can't answer regarding someone with a lot of experience other than leaning on knowledge of the
very few I have known who had accidents because of not accepting the limitations that aging imposes.
Oigarden: I speculate that divers such as Hal Watts, Tom Mount, Sheck Exley, Jarrod Jablonski and Casey
McKinlay have a combination of physiology, psychology and drive that allows them to make extreme dives
that most of us, no matter how much experience we gain, would not be able to duplicate. So in relation to
these divers and others like them, the rest of us — if pushed to the extremes — have a much greater risk of a
dive injury.
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Is it possible that certain levels of experience relate to certain types of dive injuries?
Cardwell: Accidents can happen at any experience level but are more common among less experienced
divers. Certainly, as mentioned earlier, equalization problems occur during training or early in divers'
experiences. This is due to either unfamiliarity with the available techniques and/or high anxiety levels.
Accidents with the worst outcomes have been the result of neglecting basic safety precautions, presuming
that all environments are similar and arrogantly and thoughtlessly ignoring the hazards involved.
Oigarden: I look forward to reading and maybe even being a part of a longitudinal look at divers' experience,
physiology, psychology and outlook on life to draw a set of new conclusions that continue to advance the
safety of the sport we love so much.

Meet the Experts
Keith Cardwell, Ph.D., has trained more than 2,000 instructors and established highly regarded training
centers in Australia, New Zealand, the Maldives and the USA. Cardwell holds a master's degree in education,
postgraduate diplomas in business administration and sport and recreation, and a doctorate in the study of
workplace competence for recreational dive instructors. He has been operating on the Great Barrier Reef out
of Cairns, Australia, for the past 16 years.
Bill Oigarden, Ph.D., began diving in 1967 and was certified in 1974. His expertise now spans four decades of
cave diving, technical mixed-gas deep diving and operating a charter boat in South Florida and the Bahamas.
Oigarden, who has degrees in underwater technology, business management and counselling, is trained in
all facets of open-circuit sport and commercial diving, recompression chamber operation and as a life
support technician. He earned a doctorate in 2013 while researching personality traits among cave divers.
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Committee Notices

Links
For member and lodge booking information and upcoming event information check out our website:
http://cuctest.com/

Also visit our Facebook page for the latest trip reports and other news!
https://www.facebook.com/CanterburyUnderwaterClub

Lodge Bookings
Please note that the lodge is filling up fast for the Christmas period with bookings running through
December, January and even February. We advise that you book sooner rather than later to avoid
disappointment over the holidays!

Oxygen Administration
The following club members are qualified to administer oxygen if the need arises on club dive trips.
Gareth Halliburton
Mark Ewing
Phil Baker
Lynette Baker
Laurence Sunshine
Melissa Alps
Colin Wadeson
Louis Kimber
Richard Chitty
Steve Curry
Lesley Curry

Club night supper and raffle prizes
Canterbury Stone Piling has offered to sponsor the monthly club night suppers and raffle prizes.

For more information call 03 323 9960 or 027 323 9962
www.canterburystonepiling.co.nz
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Canterbury Stone Piling is a local
specialist ground improvement
company focused on providing high
quality, economical, engineered
solutions to Christchurch’s TC3 land
conditions allowing the use of more
traditional and affordable foundation
solutions without the need for
excavations and offers council consent
exemptions at no cost

General Notices
TecFest 2016 – 6th – 8th May
For more information visit http://www.tecfestnz.com/

Information on local and regional dive shops involved with the Canterbury
Underwater Club
Local
Deep Blue Diving
Deep Blue Diving is located at 251 Blenheim Road, Christchurch. Canterbury U/W club members receive a
discount on air fills, hydro and visual testing on proof of membership. Call Jun on 03 332 0898 for more
information or check out www.deepbluediving.co.nz

Dive HQ Christchurch
Dive HQ Christchurch is a PADI 5 star IDC centre located at 103 Durham St South, Sydenham, Christchurch.
Dive HQ have offered a percentage rebate to our club for all club member purchases made with the
exception of trips and items that are already on sale. Call the friendly team Free on 0800 DIVEHQ (348347),
03 379-5804 or check out their website www.diveskiworld.co.nz
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Regional
Go Dive Marlborough - New Premises
Please note that Go Dive Marlborough is moving premises in Picton and will be open for business from early
November. The shop is in the RSA building, 66 Wellington Street, right across the road from the Fresh Choice
supermarket. A bigger compressor is being fitted with ample storage, there is ample car parking for both
vehicles and boats and upstairs there are bar and restaurant facilities.
Go Dive Marlborough is an SDI/TDI and PADI diver training and charter facility. Canterbury U/W club
members receive a discount on air fills on proof of membership. Call Free on 0800 GODIVE (463 483) or
03 573 7831 or visit www.godive.co.nz

Dive Kaikoura
Dive Kaikoura is a PADI 5 star dive centre located on Yarmouth Street, Kaikoura. Nigel and Kelly are
always on hand to cater for your diving needs. Call Free on 0800 348 352 or 03 319 6622 or visit
www.divekaikoura.co.nz

Dive Insurance

The Divers Alert Network (DAN) is your scuba diving safety association. DAN provides protection for scuba
divers with Worldwide Emergency Evacuation Coverage (with your DAN Membership) and optional Dive
Injury Insurance Plans, for chamber and hospital costs following a covered diving accident.
Joining DAN (Membership and Dive Injury Insurance) gives you peace of mind. It allows you to enjoy your
scuba diving knowing you will be looked after in the event of a diving incident, wherever you are in the
world, 24-hours a day, 7 days a week.
Why DAN? With 30+ years’ experience helping sick and injured scuba divers worldwide, DAN are the experts
in diving accident management. Visit http://www.danap.org/ for more information.
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Tech Section
The tech section intends to cover topics for those interested in the technical aspects of diving, whether it’s
the type of diving, equipment used, physiological considerations or events, demonstrations and discussions.

An Introduction to Technical Diving
Technical diving is a term used to describe all diving methods that exceed the limits imposed on depth
and/or immersion time for conventional recreational scuba diving. Technical diving often involves the use of
special gas mixtures (rather than compressed air) for breathing.
The type of gas mixture used is determined either by the maximum depth planned for the dive or by the
length of time that the diver intends to spend underwater. While the recommended maximum depth for
conventional scuba diving is in the 30-40 metre range, technical divers may dive in the range of 40-100
metres, sometimes even deeper. Dive times can vary from the recreation 45 minute to an hour dive time to
3 hours, 6 hours and sometimes longer.

Technical diving almost always requires one or more mandatory decompression "stops" upon ascent, during
which the diver may change breathing gas mixes at least once, generally to accelerate the decompression
obligations. Decompression stops are necessary to allow gases that have accumulated in the diver's tissues
(primarily nitrogen) to be released in a slow and controlled manner.
If an individual exceeds the limits of time and/or depth for recreational diving, and/or ascends too quickly,
large bubbles can form in the tissues, joints, and bloodstream. The formation of these bubbles leads to an
extremely painful condition known as Decompression Sickness (DCS), more commonly known as the
"bends," which can cause paralysis and even death. Deeper and longer dive durations increase these risks.
What else can we breathe?
People have used compressed air as their breathing medium since the advent of diving. Its main advantage is
that it is readily available and relatively inexpensive to compress into cylinders. Nevertheless, air is not the
"ideal" breathing mixture for diving. With a concentration of approximately 79 percent nitrogen, compressed
air poses two potential problems for all divers; susceptibility to nitrogen narcosis (a condition resembling
alcoholic intoxication) at deeper depths and decompression sickness (DCS). Both of these can prove fatal to a
diver. In an effort to reduce the ill effects of nitrogen on divers, nitrox was developed.
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Nitrox is a generic term that can be used to describe any gaseous mixture of nitrogen and oxygen. In the
context of technical diving, nitrox is a mixture containing more oxygen than air. The two most commonly
used nitrogen-oxygen mixtures contain 32% and 36% oxygen by volume and are generally expressed as
nitrox 32 and nitrox 36.
This differs significantly from compressed air, which contains approximately 21 percent oxygen by volume.
While an increase of 11 to 15 percent oxygen by volume may not seem drastic, it allows divers to
significantly extend their bottom time due to the proportional decrease in nitrogen, and also decreases the
diver’s risk of developing DCS.
While diving with nitrox has definite benefits, it also has clearly associated risks. A major hazard is oxygen
toxicity. This comes about when oxygen is inhaled in high concentrations for an extended period of time; this
occurs primarily when a diver exceeds the recreational limits for depth so it’s fair to say that nitrox is a
depth-limiting breathing gas. Under these circumstances, a diver can experience an epileptic-like seizure,
which may lead to drowning. Due to this potentially fatal hazard, divers using nitrox must adhere to special
dive tables. These tables list the maximum safe amount of time that a diver can stay underwater at a certain
depth.
How about going deeper for longer ?
The term "mixed-gas diving" refers to any activity in which the diver breathes a mixture other than air or
nitrox. The main incentive to dive with "non-air" gas mixtures is to avoid nitrogen narcosis. Mixed-gas diving
can also be beneficial in improving decompression and avoiding oxygen toxicity. Mixed-gas diving operations
require detailed planning, sophisticated equipment and, at times, extensive support personnel and facilities.
The fact that these dives are often conducted at great depths, for extended periods of time and in remote
locations increases the risks associated with them. It is extremely important for the breathing mixture to be
properly identified, because breathing the wrong mix can lead to a fatal accident.

The most common type of mixed gas is referred to as Trimix which by definition contains oxygen, helium and
nitrogen. The helium concentration typically ranges from as little as 25% up to as much as 95% depending on
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the planned dive depth and duration. For the same reasoning the oxygen concentration can range from 21%
down to as little as 5% depending on the ambient pressure in the depth range where the gas will be utilised.
Not all gases can be used from the surface to depth; a blend that could do this would not optimise the
decompression profile, therefore the diver sometimes utilises a travel gas to begin with and switches to a
mix at depth that would be hypoxic at one atmosphere. Typically some other high oxygen concentration
blends (50%, 80%, 100%) are staged for use on the ascent through the planned decompression schedule.

The Trimix blend is referred to as its gas content, i.e. 25/25 or 10/50, whereby the first component refers to
the oxygen concentration and the second to the helium (O2/He) with nitrogen taking up the balance. Unlike
nitrogen, helium is not known to have an intoxicating effect at any depth; it has a lower density than
nitrogen which reduces the breathing resistance at depth; and in cases of extended submersion, it improves
the decompression profile. There are some potential drawbacks from completely removing all nitrogen from
our breathing gas so typically a certain amount is retained except in the case of heliox blends, for instance a
10/90 blend.
Helium use has its drawbacks too. It’s very expensive, blending resources are scarce and the gas itself has a
limited availability long term. Its thermal conductivity is about six times greater than that of nitrogen which
means that a diver breathing a helium blend can lose body heat up to six times faster than someone
breathing compressed air or nitrox, making them more susceptible to hypothermia. To prevent this, the
technical diver will typically wear a dry suit, sometimes with heated garments underneath.
All of these activities require specialized equipment and specialist training.
On the subject of training
The good news is that New Zealand has some great technical diving instructors and no shortage of
attractions throughout the country within the ranges of the technical diving spectrum. After recreational
training and suitable experience the diver typically starts with Nitrox (oxygen concentrations up to 50%) and
moves on through Advanced Nitrox & Decompression Procedures (oxygen concentrations up to 100%),
Extended Range (deep air and accelerated decompression), Trimix (helium breathing gas to 60 metres with
accelerated decompression) and Advanced Trimix (helium breathing gas to 100 metres with accelerated
decompression).
This training regime typically spans over some years and the model teaches the skills required for selfsufficiency and management of diving-related complications and task loadings along with the risks
associated with diving to depth for longer durations.
The training is entirely open water -based and, somewhere along this path, the diver tends to find their
passion for wrecks, caves, deep reefs or some other attraction which requires even further training in those
specialised areas. If the divers’ passion leads them to Wreck, Advanced Wreck, Cavern, Intro to Cave and Full
Cave, these specialised areas will have particular and unique skill sets required. The diver might also train in
stage diving, side mount, DPV/underwater scooters or Rebreather Diving…..the progression is limitless.
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Comedy Corner
Below are a couple of goodies by Warren Price

Who said romance is dead?
I'll never forget how happy I was when I saw my wife walking down the aisle towards me. My heart was
beating fast and the excitement was unbearable.
It seemed to take an age, but eventually, there she was, standing beside me. I gave her a loving smile
and said, "Get that trolley over here, Love. They're doing 3 cartons of beer for the price of 2!!"

A Cold Winter
The Indians on a the Aamjiwnaang First Nation reservation in Grand Bend asked their new chief if the coming
winter was going to be cold or mild.

Since he was a chief in a modern society, he had never been taught the old secrets. When he looked at the
sky, he couldn't tell what the winter was going to be like.
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Nevertheless, to be on the safe side, he told his tribe that the winter was indeed going to be cold and that
the members of the village should collect firewood to be prepared.
But, being a practical leader, after several days, he got an idea. He went to the phone booth, called the
Environment Canada Weather Service and asked, 'Is the coming winter going to be cold?'
‘It looks like this winter is going to be quite cold,' the meteorologist at the weather service responded.
So the chief went back to his people and told them to collect even more firewood in order to be prepared.

A week later, he called the Environment Canada Weather Service again. 'Does it still look like it is going to be
a very cold winter?'
'Yes,' the man at Weather Service again replied, 'it's going to be a very cold winter.'
The chief again went back to his people and ordered them to collect every scrap of firewood they could find.
Two weeks later, the chief called the Environment Canada Weather Service again. 'Are you absolutely sure
that the winter is going to be very cold?'

'Absolutely,' the man replied. 'It's looking more and more like it is going to be one of the coldest
winters we've ever seen.'
'How can you be so sure?' the chief asked.
The weatherman replied, 'The Indians are collecting a shitload of firewood!'
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True…..

Xanto’s Column

Xanto is the Canterbury Underwater Club’s Resident Spy. Below is his report on goings on this
month!
If you notice the boards on your boat starting to float then there’s a pretty good chance your boat is taking
on water. It might be worth checking that the bung is in before you launch it next time!
Mark got wet at Akaroa sooner than planned when he fell off the boat while gearing up…
Jono's “Up and Go" breakfast lived up to its name no less than 5 times on a recent dive trip in Akaroa…or
maybe he was just feeding the fish…

The CUC Quizzler

1. Which UK Country’s flag is the only one not contained in the
Union Jack?
2. Vodka, Galliano and orange juice are used to make which
classic cocktail?
3. Which children's classic book was written by Anna Sewell?
4. In which film did Roger Moore first play James Bond
5. What is the largest bone in the human body
Answers at the end of the newsletter
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Canterbury Underwater Club Inc - Lodge Information
The Canterbury Underwater Club Lodge offers a fantastic facility to both members and non-members with
dedicated boat parking, gear washing facilities, fish filleting stations, crayfish cooker and a communal
cooking and living area.
The lodge can sleep a maximum of 20 people in its five rooms,
specific rooms can be requested when booking but may
change to accommodate the numbers of person in a party.
The Annex rooms (11 to 16) can sleep up to 16 people and will
be reserved for members only unless the entire Lodge has
been pre-booked for a Group.
This will not apply to holiday weekends and may be varied for
either of the above if the lodge is only or likely to be partially
occupied during your stay.
Please *remember* that you need to bring your own linen and bedding.

Member Rates
Members and Partners $15.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years
$5.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free

Member Cancellation Policy
Prior to mid-day on the day of arrival
No Charge
Later than mid-day on the planned day of arrival
1 night charged
Cancellation of a Booking for a holiday weekend must be done 3 days prior to the planned day of arrival or a
two night penalty charge will apply if the beds booked cannot be re-let. The booking agent will advise the
Treasurer and Secretary in these events.

Non-Member Rates
Adult
$26.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years $10.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free
Vouchers can be used for non-members (for a stay when accompanied by a member) but will be redeemed
at the non-member price.

Non-Member Cancellation Policy
Cancellation of bookings and refund of deposits will be as per standard motel practice for Groups or
Individuals.

Lodge Booking Information
Bookings are handled by the Norfolk Pine Motel. To lessen the impact on them in the running of their own
business, we kindly ask that you respect the following instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

E-mail is the preferred booking method.
Phone bookings should be made no later than 7pm and no earlier than midday.
Please do NOT use the motel’s 0800 number; doing so will incur a $4 charge.
Please let Norfolk Pine know how many people in your group so they can allocate beds and also the
member/non-member make up of your party.
5. Payment must be made upon collection of keys – Vouchers, Cash or Cheque only please, NO EFTPOS.
6. Uplift keys before 8pm; please phone them if you are running late.
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Ron Zhang , Norfolk Pine Motel
124 The Esplanade
Kaikoura
p: 03 319 5120
f: 03 319 6405
e: norfolkpine@clear.net.nz

General Lodge Rules and Obligations for ALL Users











No Pets of any description to be taken onto or into any part of Club Lodge facilities.
Any visiting guests may not over-night at the lodge unless booking and registration is completed at
Norfolk Pine Motel prior to 8.00 pm and it does not interfere with any other persons booking.
No smoking is permitted at the Club Lodge.
Alcohol consumption is permitted in moderation.
General noise to be kept to a minimum late in the evening to be respectful to others staying at the
lodge.
No undersize Fish/Crayfish/Shellfish or excess quota of any species to be kept at the club lodge.
BBQ and Crayfish Cooker are only to be used outside.
Clean up when you leave. There are no cleaners. We are totally reliant on club users.
Keys must be returned to Norfolk Pine on the day of departure, lost keys will incur a $25.00 fee.
Please direct any complaints (other than minor booking issues), suggestions or issues with the lodge
facilities to a committee member.

These conditions of use of the Lodge are authorized by the President, Treasurer, and Secretary of the
Canterbury Underwater Club Inc. and take effect from 01-06-2015.
Signed on behalf of the executive of the committee:
Mark Buckland - Treasurer
Dated: 01-06-2015 Updated 01-06-2015
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Meet the Committee: 2015 – 2016
Committee members are here to help if you have any questions about the club or any of our facilities.

Position

Name

Contact Details

President

Wayne Lester

p: 03 342 4949 m: 021 436 913
e: president@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Vice President

Warren Price

p: 03 354 5522 m: 0274 821 866
e: warren@bfis.co.nz

Secretary

Lynette Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 021 058 3566
e: secretary@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Treasurer

Mark Buckland

p: 03 322 9335 m: 027 706 5516
e: treasurer@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Support Treasurer

Ted Loughnan

e: tedloughnan56@gmail.com

Editor

Lesley Curry

m: 021 246 4689
e: lesleycurry50@gmail.com

Committee
Lodge Custodian

Phil Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 0272 555 074
e: unfehlbar@xtra.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Mark Ewing

p: 03 980 3002 m: 021 222 1672
e: m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Gareth
Halliburton

m: 021 668 412
e: garethha@fcc.co.nz

Committee

Laurence
Sunshine

m: 022 487 3906
e: laurencesunshine@gmail.com

Committee

Melissa Alps

p: 022 0842 716
e: millymousealps@hotmail.com

Committee

David Jones

p: 03 3603066 m: 027 447 3437
e: david.jones@z.co.nz

Committee

Steve Curry

m: 027 323 9962
e: stephencurry50@gmail.com

Assistant Lodge Custodian
(non-Committee)

Ian Waite

p: 03 308 8866 m: 021 355 379
e: ianwaite@canterburyunderwater.org.nz
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CANTERBURY UNDERWATER CLUB
Minutes of Club Meeting – 10th November 2015
Meeting opened 8.00 pm
Wayne opened the meeting, thanked everyone for attending.
23 attended
Guest:
Dave Embleton – new member
Apologies:
Jo & Rod, Steve & Lesley C, Mel A, Mark B, Richard C, Kurt H, Gary V, Bryan A.
Apologies accepted by Wayne, Seconded by Max
Reading and Approval of Previous club Meeting Minutes from: 13.10.2015
The minutes were taken as read and accepted. Moved by John S and seconded by Richard L
Matters arising from previous minutes: None
Trip reports/events:
Club trips – Trips co-ordinators didn’t attend the meeting but all proposed trips are on the website
Long term planed dives
 Poor Knights Waitangi weekend dive trip. This trip is full but Gareth will take more names as
reserves. Please contact Gareth if interested.
 2017 – Fiordland
 Wayne mentioned that his son Andrew Lester will be running a dive trip in Northland during
February so those that are interested could contact Wayne.
Any more ideas please contact Gareth, especially if you have a boat and would like to take members.
Member Dives





Phil Baker has had several dives including a shore dive at Nape Nape and a boat dive at Motonau.
David Jones and Jono had a shore dive at Kaikoura
Terry Riley and Gareth Halliburton have been diving at Motonau - Very good with about 7 meters
vis
Brian Franks has been diving the Canterbury and Poor Knights – excellent diving

General Business
Mark Buckland. Mark is recovering now at home and improving slowly. He is having daily treatment from
the district nurse. He has been told he is not allowed to do anything for 8 weeks. Mark wants to thank all
those who have support him and his family. Lynette Baker (Secretary) and Ted Loughman are acting
treasurer.
Raffle and Supper Sponsorship. Lynette thanked Canterbury Stone Piling for the raffle and supper
sponsorship.
Subscriptions. These are now due, from the first July and you have until November to pay them. Members,
please email the secretary to update any personal details, especially if your email address has changed, to
avoid newsletters not being received. List of those who have paid are in November’s newsletter.
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Fishing Papers and NZU fishing/boating stickers available for free for those who want them.
Beanies and Caps - These are for sale $17 each. They will be advertised in the newsletter
O2 Kit – The club has now purchased the O2 kit and have set up an account at Boc gases. Lynette showed
this to members. Discussion was held about hiring vs buying the oxygen bottle. Committee decided to hire
to ensure the bottle remains within safety regulations. It was suggested that a list of those who are
qualified to administer O2 are to be put in the newsletter.
Meeting closed 8.20pm
Wayne called the official part of the meeting closed, and welcomed Lisa from Met Service.
Raffle
1st – Ted (Wine)
2nd – John S (Wine)
3rd – Grant (Lamb)
4th – John S (Biscuits)
5th – Wayne (Chocolates)
6th – Vinni (T shirt)
7th – Phil (T-shirt)

The CUC Quizzler Answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wales
Harvey Wallbanger
Black Beauty
Live and Let Die
Femur
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